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Abstract. In many real-world planning environments, some
of the information about the world is both external (the planner
must request it from external information sources) and volatile
(it changes before the planning process completes). In such en-
vironments, a planner faces two challenges: how to generate
plans despite changes in the external information during plan-
ning, and how to guarantee that a plan returned by the plan-
ner will remain valid for some period of time after the plan-
ning ends. Previous works on planning with volatile informa-
tion have addressed the first challenge, but not the second one.

This paper provides a general model for planning with
volatile external information in which the planner offers a guar-
antee of how long the solution will remain valid after it is re-
turned, and an incompleteness theorem showing that there is no
planner that can succeed in solving all solvable planning prob-
lems in which there is volatile external information.

1 INTRODUCTION
In many real-world planning environments, the planner
must request information from external information sources
(databases, CAD systems, web services, and the like), incurring
a lag time for receiving the answers. In practical planning situ-
ations, the planning activity may take more time than is needed
to execute the resulting plan [6, 8, 9]. In such cases, some of
the information on which the plan depends will change while
the planning process is going on. For instance:

• [8] describes a domain-specific system that uses AI plan-
ning to do web service composition. Information from web
services can change before planning finishes, and the system
modifies its plans in response to such changes.

• At our university, the web site for booking concert-hall tick-
ets displays a countdown timer showing how much longer
the system will hold the seats that the user has booked. If the
countdown ever reaches 0 (e.g., if user spends too much time
examining the rest of the concert schedule), the booking will
expire and the user will have to select seats all over again.

• When a traveler tries to construct a travel plan, the informa-
tion about an airline flight may expire while the traveler was
trying to plan some other details of the trip.

In such environments, how to cope with changes of external
information and at the same time generate a plan that can be
executed correctly is a big challenge. Most existing planners
will not do this correctly unless they are modified.

In some cases, the interleaving of planning and execu-
tion [3, 7] is a good strategy to deal with volatile information.
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But if the wrong choice of action can cause a failure that is
irrecoverable (or recoverable only at a large cost), then it is
necessary to reason, while the plan is being generated, about
whether the assumptions that are being used to choose an ac-
tion will still be true when the action is executed.

In [1] we described query management strategies that can
adapt existing planners to deal with volatile external informa-
tion by backtracking the planner to the first point in the plan-
ning process that makes use of outdated information, obtaining
the up-to-date information, and resuming the execution from
that that point. A primary limitation of that work was that it
provided no guarantee of completeness, i.e., no guarantee that
a planner using such a query management strategy could suc-
ceed in every solvable planning environment.

In this paper, we provide an impossibility theorem show-
ing that it is impossible to have a planner that can success-
fully find a valid solution in every solvable environment. This
resembles the famous impossibility theorems in distributed
systems 〈http://www.podc.org/influential/2001.html〉, which
says that some problems in distributed systems are fundamen-
tally unsolvable [2]. Remedying this problem is far from trivial,
because it requires a modification to the fundamental assump-
tions of the distributed system model people have been used.
Many of those solutions are not ideal, but they are needed in
order to able to solve certain problems.

2 INCOMPLETENESS IN VEI-PLANNING
Let L be a planning language such as PDDL [5]. We construct
a new language L̂ that contains all the symbols of L plus some
additional symbols called unknowns as follows: given a set Û of
unknowns, and a set dom(ui) of terms (called the values of ui)
in L for each unknown ui, L̂ is a set of expressions produced by
taking any expression e in L and replacing zero or more terms
in e with corresponding unknowns.

For each unknown u, there is a piecewise-constant function
Vu : R → dom(u), such that u’s value at time t is Vu(t).
To learn about the value of u, a planner Ã must issue queries
to an information source Iu: if Ã sends a query q for an un-
known u to Iu, Iu will return a value v(q) = Vu(t′) for q at
time t′ = treturn(q). If Ã knows nothing about how long v(q)
will remain true, it cannot provide any sort of guarantee about
the correctness of the plan it generates: the information may
change during plan execution, invalidating the plan. Thus, we
assume that Iu’s answer ans(q) will include both v(q) and an
expiration time texpire(q). v(q) is guaranteed to be valid until
texpire(q), after which time it may change (see Fig. 1).

A VEI-problem P̃ (“VEI” stands for “volatile external in-
formation”) is a triple 〈P̂ , T, E〉, where P̂ is a planning prob-
lem written in L̂, T is a non-negative real number called a
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Figure 1. The lag time and the valid time of a query q. v(q) is
guaranteed valid only between treturn(q) and texpire(q). After

texpire(q), the value may possibly change.

validity guarantee, and E is a (finite or infinite) set of VEI-
environments, each of which is a pair 〈Elag, Eans〉, where Elag :
Û ×R → R and Eans : Û ×R → V̂ ×R are functions giving
the lag time and the answer to a query q for u issued at time t,
respectively. We assume that a planner Ã resides in one of the
VEI-environments in E during its execution, but Ã has no prior
knowledge about which one it is.

A value v of u is confirmed at time t if and only if Ã has
issued a query q for u and has received an answer ans(q) =
(v, texpire(q)) such that treturn(q) ≤ t < texpire(q). v is T -
confirmed at time t if and only if v is confirmed at time t′ for
all t ≤ t′ < t + T . A solution π is T -confirmed at time t if
all the values used by Ã for constructing π are T -confirmed at
time t. A planner Ã succeeds in a VEI-problem 〈P̂ , T, E〉 if and
only if no matter which VEI-environment (among E) Ã resides
in, Ã returns a T -confirmed solution when Ã terminates. A
VEI-problem P̃ is solvable if and only if there exists a planner
that succeeds in P̃ . A planner Ã is complete if and only if Ã
succeeds in all solvable VEI-problems. 2

Theorem 1 states the necessary condition under which there
exists a successful planner for a VEI-problem.

Theorem 1 A VEI-problem 〈P̂ , T, E〉 is solvable only if for
all E = 〈Elag, Eans〉 ∈ E, (1) There exists a solution π
for some instantiation of P̂ with values v1, v2, . . . , vm for
unknowns u1, u2, . . . , um, respectively; and (2) there exist
times t1, t2, . . . , tm such that the length of the time intervalT

1≤j≤m

ˆ
tj + Elag(uj , tj), tj + Elag(uj , tj) + tj

expire

´
≥

T , where where Eans(uj , tj) = (vj , t
j
expire).

For the above condition to be sufficient for solvability, the
planner would need to be able to know instantaneously when-
ever a value expires. But that would require a communica-
tion channel with an infinite band bandwidth and information
sources with infininte amount of computational power—an im-
possible requirement. In practice, there is usually an unavoid-
able delay between two consecutive queries. For example, a
database can only process one query at a time, and there is a de-
lay between the processing of two consecutive queries. There-
fore, it is realistic to make the following assumption:

Assumption 1 (Limited Accessibility) For each query q for
an unknown u issued at time t, there is a period of time after
t such that the planner cannot issue a query for u in the time
period [t, t + t′), where t′ is the length of the period.

Using this assumption, we can find two VEI-environments such
that no planner can succeed in them at the same time.

2 Our definition of completeness is the usual one for search algorithms
[10, p. 71] and planning algorithms [4, p. 544]: an algorithm is com-
plete if it finds a solution whenever a solution exists.

Lemma 1 Under the limited accessibility assumption, there
exist two VEI-problems P̃1 = 〈P̂ , T, {E1}〉 and P̃2 =
〈P̂ , T, {E2}〉 that are solvable, but the combined VEI-problem
〈P̂ , T, {E1, E2}〉 is unsolvable.

This follows that there is no complete planner; otherwise,
this lemma contradicts the fact that if both 〈P̂ , T, {E1}〉 and
〈P̂ , T, {E2}〉 can be solved by the same planner Ã, the com-
bined VEI-problem 〈P̂ , T, {E1, E2}〉 can also be solved by Ã.

Theorem 2 (Incompleteness) Under the limited accessibility
assumption, there is no complete planner.

3 CONCLUSIONS
Our incompleteness theorem shows that even if we restrict our
attention to solvable VEI-environments, there is no planner that
can solve every one of these environments. A consequence of
this is that no planner dominates all other planners in terms of
its coverage, i.e., there is no planner that can solve all of the
environments that are solvable by other planners.

In future, we would like to study how to get around the in-
completeness, so that one can create planners that are complete
if certain restrictions are satisfied. One possible solution is to
provide information about the timings of queries to planners,
so that planners can schedule its queries in advance. Another
solution is to look for randomized query strategies that have a
high probability of success.
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